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Imagine the confusion of a jail without a comprehensive and organized system for inmate 
processing, tracking, and reporting. Inmate information could easily be lost in the system. Offices 
could never guarantee that their information was up-to-date and accurate. Investigations could 
be compromised due to misplaced information. It’s clear—modern jails need a comprehensive, 
organized, and effective system.

Why Choose Odyssey Jail Manager?
Tyler’s Odyssey Jail Manager software is a comprehensive system that automatically manages 
inmate processing, tracking, and reporting, to increase jail efficiency. From booking to releasing, 
all information is maintained by Odyssey Jail Manager.

• Booking • Bonds • Medical processing • Personal property records
• Inmate evaluation • Warrants • Releasing

Individually configured for each client’s facility, Jail Manager is designed to streamline repetitive 
tasks, maximize efficiencies, and organize complex data so users can quickly and easily perform 
their daily duties. 

• Required fields are color-coded for easy data entry and review
• Quick-key short cuts make data entry a breeze
• Consistent naming conventions make using other Odyssey product centers easy
• Roll-over ToolTips provide on-the-spot guidance
• Validation checks catch costly data entry errors 

Manual tasks like administering inmate assessments and processing medical billing that used to 
take hours, are now easily handled—so jail offices save time and always know where to access  
key information.

Complete Access
Odyssey Jail Manager makes finding and manipulating inmate information easy. Designed 
using Web browser technology, the look and feel of the Odyssey product centers afford intuitive 
navigation. This allows clients to become more efficient, more effective, and more responsive to 
the needs of citizens. With Odyssey Jail Manager users can:

• Access views of the facility with comprehensive top-down visual representations of the jail. 
Plus, drill-down to department, facility, pod, cell, or person

• Monitor facility, pod, and cell capabilities
• Assist in the investigatory process by importing mug shots and creating lineups
• Assign inmates to cells, classify inmates, administer assessments and questionnaires
• View and input warrant, disciplinary and suicidal flags, and other critical notes
• Maintain complete medical records of inmates—including medical complaints, treatment 

plans, and billing—to ensure the health of those within the justice system
• Customize at-a-glance reports for all processes, ensuring all state-mandated reporting is met

Jail Manager also integrates with other Odyssey product centers, including Case Manager, 
Prosecutor, Financial Manager, and Law Enforcement, for consistency of information—so data 
redundancy is decreased and accuracy and efficiency are increased.
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